openSUSE Leap 15.1 - action #39458
enable countdown on www.opensuse.org
2018-08-09 07:34 - lnussel

Status:

Closed

Start date:

2019-03-11

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

2019-04-19

Assignee:

ddemaio

% Done:

100%

Category:

Infrastructure

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

RC

Description
the javascript countdown on www.opensuse.org needs to be enabled
Related issues:
Copied from openSUSE Leap 15.0 - action #25076: enable countdown on www.opens...

Closed

2018-02-12

2018-02-16

Copied to openSUSE Leap 15.2 - action #61242: enable countdown on www.opensus...

Resolved

2020-03-02

2020-04-10

History
#1 - 2018-08-09 07:34 - lnussel
- Copied from action #25076: enable countdown on www.opensuse.org added
#2 - 2018-08-31 07:59 - lnussel
- Due date changed from 2018-10-24 to 2019-03-11
- Category changed from Design to Infrastructure
- Target version changed from Beta to RC
- Start date changed from 2018-10-20 to 2019-03-11
#3 - 2019-03-08 09:57 - lnussel
- Assignee set to ddemaio
not sure what to do with this. Last time we had a countdown for the conference only apparently
#4 - 2019-03-13 15:13 - ddemaio
- Status changed from New to Workable
lnussel wrote:
not sure what to do with this. Last time we had a countdown for the conference only apparently
Good point. The release is probably more important than the conference countdown. Do we agree on May 22 as the release day? At 13:00 UTC? Or
14:00 UTC?
#5 - 2019-03-13 15:27 - lnussel
it's always 1200 UTC
#6 - 2019-03-25 13:16 - lnussel
- Due date changed from 2019-03-11 to 2019-04-19
#7 - 2019-04-10 10:04 - lnussel
any update here?
#8 - 2019-04-10 10:40 - ddemaio
lnussel wrote:
any update here?
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Here is the update I have. Need to figure this out:
Hello,
Am Montag, 25. März 2019, 22:15:17 CET schrieb ddemaio:
The counter code on github appears to be updated.
https://github.com/openSUSE/countdown.o.o
I've noticed that isn't working though.
Indeed ;-)
# /home/counter.opensuse.org/countdown.o.o/cron.sh -E -R
Needed template "opensuse-15.1-600x100-label.svg" is missing. Aborting
So either adjust the script to make the template name a separate option
(so that it continues to work with the files named 15.0), or rename
all the svg files to 15.1.
Hint: adjusting the script is easier, search for PREFIX and introduce a
new variable, maybe TEMPLATE_VERSION.
FYI: Automated git pull for the counter will be available soon[tm] until then, ping me to get it deployed.
BTW: where should counter.o.o/link/ point to? Currently it redirects to
en.o.o/Portal:15.0 which doesn't sound like the best idea once the
countdown is about 15.1 ;-)
#9 - 2019-04-17 09:52 - lnussel
The countdown is no www.o.o but it links to 15.0
#10 - 2019-04-17 09:52 - lnussel
- % Done changed from 0 to 80
#11 - 2019-04-23 08:23 - ddemaio
- Due date changed from 2019-04-19 to 2019-05-22
- Status changed from Workable to In Progress
- % Done changed from 80 to 90
I made a commit to point it to 15.1 beta. Will need to update on the day off to point it back to https://software.opensuse.org/distributions/leap at which
point software.o.o will be pointing to 15.1. Keep the ticket open until the last day. Updated due date to reflect this.
#12 - 2019-04-24 11:38 - lnussel
- Due date changed from 2019-05-22 to 2019-04-19
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed
- % Done changed from 90 to 100
I've filed https://github.com/openSUSE/software-o-o/issues/542 to provide a stable link the countdown can point to. This ticket is done. a new one will
track switching the link in case we don't get stable links by then #50687.
#13 - 2019-05-02 14:05 - lnussel
/testing actually redirects to /leap once the time is hit so not as bad. There's only a message saying that there is no test distribution.
#14 - 2019-05-13 12:51 - lnussel
stable links are implemented now
#15 - 2019-05-14 06:51 - ddemaio
Updated link on github. It's active.
#16 - 2019-12-20 12:59 - lnussel
- Copied to action #61242: enable countdown on www.opensuse.org added
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